
SEC Exam Preparedness

Covering SEC exam prep in five minutes…?

We’ll start by taking the fundamentals as given:

• Proactive and thoughtful (critical) conflict identification and well-
documented remediation, including strong disclosures, policies and 
procedures

• Your compliance manual and your actual practices and procedures are all 
consistent and reflect current regulations and best practices

For an expanded discussion of these topics, please visit the SEC Compliance 
Consultants, Inc. website under SEC Exam Tips.
https://seccc.com/news/tips-for-sec-exam-preparedness/
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What to Expect

Review recent headlines and regulatory speeches.  Keep up with regulatory 
developments and update your policies regularly.  Sign up for topical email 
updates from your regulators – all major regulators offer this as a free service 
(e.g., https://www.sec.gov/exams). Send delegates to relevant compliance 
conferences.

•     National Exam Priorities •     SEC Annual Report •     Risk Alerts

•     Proposed and, of course, final rules

National Exam Priorities’ “Tone at the Top” and the compliance “Seat at the 
Table” have become “Inclusivity” - a distinction that speaks to obtaining 
participation by and ensuring “buy-in” from senior management to front-line 
managers.
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Your Firm’s Self Portrait

Be aware of how you hold yourself out, including websites, social media, and filings in 
addition to print materials and RFP responses. Examiners are watching this, so firms 
should consider it critically:

• Can I gather an accurate picture of the firm from regulatory filings, or are there 
questions already going in?

• What types of content are available online?  Does it accurately reflect what we offer?

• Are limitations described alongside benefits?

• Are there “high risk” representations?

• Are disclosures adequate? Are they consistent across documents?

These factors affect not only your risk in an examination, 
but your risk of an examination.
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Routine exam prep

Items without which this discussion could not be complete…

1. Assign a single point of contact and have all requests go through that person.

2. Maintain an exam team and SEC response process to ensure efficient responses. Meet daily, track document 
requests and the progress of the exam.

3. Prepare key personnel for interviews with Staff. Employees should answer questions, and only answer questions. 
Ensure two people are at all interviews and take notes.

4. Management participation can demonstrate Inclusivity. Key personnel should be Includes in the initial meeting with 
Staff and solidify their ultimate accountability and responsibility with respect to firm compliance and the firm’s 
conduct during the examination, including responses to SEC staff.

5. Remind all employees what to expect and how to conduct themselves during an examination, including interactions 
with SEC staff. Impart to them not to take offense if the CCO interrupts during an interview.  Remind them to 
maintain a clean work space and mind common area discussions.

6. Impress the staff by treating them with courtesy and respect, set the tone, paint a positive picture of the firm, and 
focus on your risk management and compliance culture.

7. Notify key service providers. You may require additional support and advance notice is good.

8. If you utilize any third-party service providers (such as email archiving systems or trade management systems), 
ensure that there is appropriate login information for examiners to access these systems to perform testing.

Bonus fact: Remember, it is now the Division of Examinations – internally “the Division” or “EXAMS” – and no longer OCIE.
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Conduct and Exit

A few things we wish we saw more often:

• Provide a presentation that describes the firm and its governance and illustrates its compliance culture, such as 
reviewing the last risk assessment, listing firm training and/or recent compliance conferences you have attended. 

• Ask that requests for information and documents be put in writing for tracking and clarity. Number and date them.

• Don't be afraid to discuss examiner document requests. Negotiate to provide documents both responsive to their 
request and not unduly burdensome to you.  Seek clarity if there is confusion and offer alternate records if they may be 
responsive to the examiners’ request. Ask examiners to notify the CCO if they feel they are not getting what they need.

• Organize information in a manner that corresponds to the information requests and in the format requested.  Prepare 
folders that are labeled and/or provide items in electronic media.

• Consider date stamping materials or otherwise indicating or tracking when documents were provided to the SEC staff. 
Consider placing Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) stickers on sensitive materials.

Demonstrate the engagement by senior management in remediating any issues identified by examiners. Again, this speaks 
to inclusivity by showing compliance buy-in across the firm. It can also help avoid enforcement where potential issues are 
addressed promptly.

Request an exit interview. If you can make progress in addressing SEC concerns immediately, you may influence the way an 
exam letter is written as it may address your progress and cooperation.  In addition, in some cases you may be able to 
prevent an enforcement referral.

Please visit the SEC3 website under SEC Exam Tips for an expanded discussion of these topics:  https://seccc.com/news/tips-for-sec-exam-preparedness/
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Regulatory Environment

The SEC Enforcement Division ordered nearly $3.9 billion in monetary penalties 
for the fiscal year ending September 2021, returning $521 million to investors..

The SEC brought 697 total actions and 434 standalone actions.

Nearly a quarter (159) of the enforcement actions were against advisers and 
investment companies, up 16% following a dip in 2020 and retaking its place as 
the lead category.

While the top 5% of actions typically represent the lion’s share of penalties 
(approximately 80%), the remaining actions have averaged over $2 million per 
action 2016-2020.
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